INTRODUCTION

1. **External sector developments and emerging policy issues have been driven by the weak global growth environment and the growth-supporting policy agenda.** Global imbalances reflect a combination of cyclical influences—both output gaps and deviation of commodity prices from trends—as well as structural factors, several of which are critical for supporting growth. The low interest rate environment, combined with shifting risk sentiment, impact the volume, direction, and volatility of capital flows which has created significant policy tensions in some recipient countries. This report is structured to provide first an overview of developments in key external sector dimensions—current accounts, capital flows, intervention policies, and trade policies—and then provide an assessment of the external sector positions of the larger economies including what needs to be done to close remaining imbalances.1

CONJUNCTURE

2. **With global growth still subdued, especially in the advanced economies, the policy focus has been and will remain on supporting economic activity.** Global growth in 2012 was weaker than expected, contributing to a retreat from high levels in most commodity prices. In major advanced economies (AEs), interest rates remained at very low levels, with additional rounds of quantitative easing, in an effort to support economic activity as fiscal consolidation continued. Emerging market and developing economies continued to exhibit relatively high, but slowing, growth rates. While the outlook is for a gradual improvement in growth during 2013 and 2014—in both advanced and emerging and developing economies—this will require, where possible, continued policy support for growth through low interest rates, an appropriate pace of fiscal consolidation, structural reforms, and actions to reduce tail risks. Commodity prices are projected to decline by a further 1 percent in 2013 and oil prices by 2 percent.

---

1 A discussion of the external sector position of each of the 29 countries in the External Sector Report—covering the current account, exchange rate, capital and financial account, foreign exchange intervention and reserves, and foreign asset and liability position—is contained in the companion paper “2013 Pilot External Sector Report—Individual Economy Assessments.”
A. Current account divergences have narrowed and real exchange rates are adjusting

3. **Global current account divergences continued to narrow in 2012, reaching 2 percent of global GDP compared to a peak of 3 percent in 2006.** Much of the adjustment occurred at the onset of the global financial crisis—financial instability, a sudden stop of capital flows, and asset price collapses led to sharp external adjustments in both surplus and deficit economies (Figures 1 and 2, and Table 2). The largest contributors to closing the global divergences have been China, Japan, and the U.S., all seeing large reductions in their current account divergences whether measured relative to world GDP or national GDP. But most of the major countries or country groupings have also contributed.

### Table 2. Change in Global Current Account Divergences (2006–07 to 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(% of world GDP)</th>
<th>(% of own GDP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surplus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-6.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro Area</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deficit</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro Area</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook Database.

### Box 1. Key Concepts

**Current account divergences** represent surpluses/deficits that differ across countries. They may be appropriate or inappropriate. **External imbalances** represent the gap between actual current account balances and those estimated by staff to be consistent with fundamentals and desirable policies. They reflect distortions and other factors. **External position** covers the overall assessment from the external indicators used in this Report, namely current account balances (and the counterpart capital and financial account balance), international investment positions and exchange rates (note: for an external position weaker (stronger) than expected the exchange rate is stronger (weaker)).

### Figure 1. Global Current Account, 2001–12

All Countries: Actual Current Account (Percent of world GDP)

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook Database.

### Figure 2. Euro Area Current Account Balances, 2001–12

(Percent of euro area GDP)

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook Database.
4. **The further reduction in global imbalances in 2012 was concentrated in the surplus economies as well as the euro area deficit countries and the U.S.** Surpluses of oil exporting economies began to narrow from 2012 Q2 as oil prices started to fall and following an increase in fiscal spending. Emerging Asia swung into a small current account deficit, and there was a small increase in China’s current account surplus (following a narrowing in 2011). Deficits in the euro area deficit countries narrowed by almost half, via export growth and further import compression—in crisis affected countries, imports are between 5 and 40 percent below pre-crisis levels. But surpluses increased in the euro area surplus countries such as Germany. Elsewhere current account deficits widened for India and South Africa, where growth has fallen below expectations.

5. **Cyclical factors have played a role, but cyclically adjusted balances provide a broadly similar picture suggesting some closing of underlying imbalances.** Cyclically adjusted current account balances—adjusted for both output gaps and the commodity price cycle—narrowed significantly in a number of countries in 2012 (Figure 3). The relative role of cyclical versus structural factors, and its likely evolution as the world economy strengthens, is taken up below (¶29).

6. **Current account divergences have been persistent**—the same countries have run surpluses or deficits for many years—contributing to a build-up in asset or liability positions relative to the rest of the world. While persistence in current account balances is to be expected—reflecting fundamental factors such as the stage of development of a country or demographics—the evolution of NIIPs (Table 3) and its composition can contribute to vulnerabilities.

7. **In 2012, real exchange rates generally continued to rise in surplus regions**—China, oil exporters—and fall in deficit economies, with the exception of commodity producers such as Canada and Australia (Figure 4). Since 2012 Q3, the yen which...
had appreciated significantly in recent years, depreciated sharply by about 20 percent in real effective terms in response to the unwinding of safe haven flows, the decline of tail risks in the euro area, and unprecedented monetary easing (Box 2). Monetary easing—even when used to counter deflation or depressed output and therefore enhance global demand—has impacted exchange rates (Box 3, and 2013 Spillover Report).

8. **Lower current account imbalances have been accompanied by both lower net capital flows and lower reserve accumulation, with few countries significantly increasing reserves** (Figure 5). Most regions saw a continuation of the decline in net capital inflows seen last year. Oil exporters continued to build reserves, in some cases to save part of the proceeds of the nonrenewable export for future generations. China saw a small net capital outflow, with reserves largely unchanged. The other advanced economies was the only grouping to experience surplus in both the current and capital accounts with a concomitant increase in reserves.
Box 2. Impact of the Depreciation of the Yen on Other Currencies

Between 2012 Q3 and June 6, 2013, the yen has depreciated by around 20 percent against the US dollar and has been accompanied by higher volatility with particularly sharp movements in the first week of June. Such movements, naturally, resulted in fairly large movements in the exchange rates of other countries within the region against the yen. Key trading partners are Indonesia, Thailand, Australia, China, and Korea (for all of whom Japan constitutes 10-20 percent of their trade) and these economies have seen some continued appreciation of their real effective exchange rates. However, to the extent that some of these economies are part of the Asia supply chain, and therefore benefit from the lower cost of intermediate inputs imported from Japan, exports are likely to be more resilient than for other trading partners. A comprehensive assessment of the potential impact of a sustained depreciation of the yen on trade patterns is contained in the 2013 Spillover Report.

US Dollar/Japanese Yen
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Real Effective Exchange rates (Jan. 2003-May 2013)

Source: Bloomberg.
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Box 3. Worries over Unconventional Monetary Policies?

Context. Central banks in the U.S., Europe, and Japan have deployed Unconventional Monetary Policies (UMP) to combat deflationary pressures and depressed output brought about by the global financial crisis. Quantitative Easing (QE) through such unprecedented accommodative policies in key AEs has generated much debate about their domestic but more so their cross-border effects with concerns about potentially negative spillovers (this issue is examined in-depth in the 2013 Spillover Report).

Impact from Unconventional Monetary Policy. Highly accommodative monetary policies in key AEs have been generally effective in achieving domestic goals, including in decreasing long-term real rates and stimulating aggregate demand and growth (Kapetanios et al., 2012; Gagnon et al., 2011; Swanson, 2011). QE served as a strong signaling device that proved successful in reducing tail risks of a market breakdown, thus restoring investors’ appetite for risk taking followed by the resumption of flows to Emerging Markets (EMs) (IMF, 2013a). Simulations from macroeconomic models that assess spillover effects from such monetary easing suggest that EMs with open capital accounts experience loosening of monetary conditions and deteriorating current accounts, financed by net capital outflows mostly from AEs. Importantly, the models suggest that QE contributed to raising global growth, including in EMs (IMF, 2013a, b). Potential channels for expansionary spillovers of UMP to EMs include increased external demand raising EM exports and cheaper external financing to EMs stimulating domestic demand. At the same time, the capital inflows have presented policy challenges to EMs, particularly those at risk of overheating.

Risks. A prolonged period of exceptionally low interest rates in AEs may result in unintended consequences for domestic financial stability. More importantly, EMs remain concerned about the potentially distorting cross-border spillovers from UMP. These risks can materialize through exchange rate and capital flows volatility, but also through high asset prices and associated misallocation of resources (Glick and Leduc, 2013). Perhaps most relevant at the current conjuncture is the key concern associated with the timing of exiting from unconventional policies that could have major output and financial consequences in EMs, especially in the event that large inflows of capital were to reverse rapidly. In other words, markets could over react to initial steps to normalize accommodative monetary policies, leading to potentially sharp increases in long-term interest rates, financial market volatility, and adverse international spillovers. Therefore, effective communication and international policy coordination on exit strategies will be critical for reducing the risk of abrupt changes in global financial conditions, including potential reversals of capital flows from EMs and other capital recipient economies.
Figure 5. Pattern of Current Account Balances and Capital Flows, 2006–12
(Percent of each economy’s or region’s GDP)
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Source: IMF World Economic Outlook Database.
For country groupings see Appendix II.
B. Capital flows are lower in aggregate, but volatile, causing policy challenges for recipient countries

9. **Capital flows also declined on a gross basis during 2012, remaining well below the levels seen before the onset of the global financial crisis in 2008.** The spike in gross capital flows in the lead up to the crisis reflected an acceleration of cross-border transactions, especially within the euro area, in line with a general trend towards further financial integration (Figure 6). Flows among AEs have not recovered, reflecting the continued fragmentation of financial markets. Flows to emerging markets (EMs) as a group have also not regained the pre-crisis high.

10. **Some EMs have continued to see significant volatility in debt-creating flows, while foreign direct investment flows have been more stable** (Figure 7). Asian markets in particular have seen large fluctuations in net debt creating flows as risk sentiment has shifted. Focusing just on...
bond and equity market flows (Figure 8), high frequency data point to four distinct periods of portfolio flows:

- **International investors returned to EMs in 2009.** Stronger growth prospects and higher interest rates in EMs contrasted sharply with the situation in AEs, handicapped by deleveraging and slowing growth.

- **Sentiment towards EMs, and the pattern of private capital flows, turned in the summer of 2011.** Risk aversion increased in the face of a combination of European debt concerns, a strong increase in commodity prices leading to fears of inflation, and slowing economic growth in some EMs. The VIX reached its highest level since the peak of the 2008 crisis. Capital flows to EMs slowed, with investors focusing on safe haven countries including several smaller AEs (Box 4).

- **International investors returned to EMs in the last quarter of 2012.** Risk aversion related to tail risks in the euro area receded following the introduction of the ECB’s outright monetary transactions (OMT) program. Loosening of monetary conditions through the U.S. Federal Reserve’s third quantitative easing and historically-low interest rates in safe havens pushed investors back to EMs in their search for yield. In addition, an improved growth outlook for emerging Asia was another factor that may have influenced flows.

- **In April and May, investor sentiment improved for the U.S. and Japan with a shift in flows to AEs.** Following Japan’s introduction of quantitative and qualitative monetary easing and positive surprises on growth in Japan and the U.S. in 2013 Q1, there has been a steadying of flows to EMs with investors switching into equities in AEs. Market perception of an earlier than previously anticipated tapering off of quantitative easing in the U.S. resulted in a sell-off in some EM assets in late May.
Analytical models identify a variety of factors behind the inflows to EMs. Push-pull models—applied to either gross inflows (Spillover Report, IMF 2013a) or yields (Global Financial Stability Report (GFSR), April 2013)—suggest that while pull factors help to shape the allocation of flows across countries, the size, timing and composition of these flows are mainly determined by push factors such as global risk appetite and monetary policy conditions in the AEs. An alternative approach seeking to identify structural versus temporary factors underlying the magnitude and direction of recent capital flows also confirms the significance of temporary factors such as global risk appetite and, to a lesser degree, interest rate differentials (Annex I). Structural factors (such as greater financial development or market capitalization) have remained important and investors appear to have become more accepting of high government debt levels over the course of the crisis.

Box 4. What is a Safe Haven Currency?

A safe haven currency is one that is perceived by market participants to hold its value or appreciate in periods of global risk aversion (often referred to as risk-off episodes).

Economies with safe haven currencies often tend to have the following features:

- Large economies with the status of a reserve currency.
- Deep and liquid markets; but also some countries that are less leveraged and less open to capital flows (and so perceived as being less affected during times of stress).
- Strong net foreign asset positions.
- Low interest rates.

Relatively few currencies have served as safe havens during the period since the beginning of the crisis.

**Safe Havens**

(Correlations between daily percent changes in NEER and VIX, July 2007 to March 2013)

Source: Haver Analytics.

Other currencies have, at times, seen safe haven inflows, in some cases reflecting an emerging pattern of cross-border banks seeking to reduce their currency exposures. For example, during the 2012 period of stress in the euro area, Sweden and Denmark saw large inflows possibly as a hedge against tail risks in the euro area. More generally, and in some cases as a result of recent regulatory reform, some internationally active banks are aiming to match their assets and liabilities on a country-by-country basis (see GFSR April 2013).
Growth differentials explain part of the reallocation of investment away from emerging Europe in favor of select emerging markets in Asia.

12. **European bank deleveraging continues to result in a reallocation of global banking flows** (Figure 9). European banks’ pull-back from foreign lending has mostly affected central and eastern European countries. In contrast, Poland and Turkey (which avoided crises at the onset of the global financial crisis) have continued to benefit from bank lending, as have countries in other regions, notably Brazil and China.

13. **Capital inflows have contributed to greater corporate leverage and foreign currency exposure.** The combination of higher bond financing with low equity issuance has increased debt-equity ratios and thus corporate leverage in many EMs. These include Brazil, China, India, Philippines, Thailand, and Turkey where the ratios were already high, increasing their vulnerability to shocks. Foreign-currency borrowing by emerging market corporates has also increased by about 50 percent over the past five years.

![Figure 9. Bank Exposure](image)

**Figure 9. Bank Exposure**

(Billions of U.S. dollars)

Source: BIS Locational Banking Statistics, Table 2A and Table 6A.

Notes: The first chart shows external assets by nationality of ownership of BIS reporting banks. The next two charts show liabilities of borrowers to foreign reporting banks.

14. **Strong demand for sovereign emerging market bonds has resulted in higher foreign ownership share, a narrowing in spreads, and tightening yields** (Figure 10). Limited issuances of foreign currency denominated debt by these sovereigns have seen related spreads narrow by an average 400 basis points between end-2008 and end-2012. Sovereigns have also taken advantage of favorable external conditions by increasing local currency issuances; the strong appetite for this asset class is evidenced in the decline in yields by some 450 basis points since 2008 (GFSR, April 2013). At the same time, demand for certain EM assets has increased with the inclusion of some EMs in global bond indices and a sharp expansion in assets under management in EM local...
currency funds. With debt ratios already high in many EMs, these new inflows need to be managed carefully to avoid a buildup of medium term risk (see Fiscal Monitor, April 2013).

15. **Market access has also improved for a wider range of sovereign borrowers.** Frontier market bonds have outperformed many other risk assets over a long time horizon (Figure 11). Foreign purchases of portfolio assets (mainly sovereign bonds and equities) in several frontier markets—including African markets such as Ghana, Nigeria, and Zambia—surged in 2012, in some cases reaching new highs (see GFSR April 2013). Sovereign entities in other frontier regions have also accessed international capital markets, either for the first time (Mongolia), after a prolonged absence from the markets (Bolivia), or in greater size (Serbia).

16. **Both AEs and EMs have used a range of policies to manage risks from both the level and volatility of capital flows** (Table 4). Key concerns are that large inflows will induce a sharp exchange rate appreciation, could cause asset price bubbles, and adversely impact growth, including by adding to deflationary pressures in AEs where interest rates are already close to zero. Large and sudden outflows are also a risk, potentially placing significant pressures on asset prices and raising risks of financial instability. Key measures taken include:

- The introduction of a floor to the exchange rate (such as in Switzerland against the euro); negative interest rates on deposits (as in Denmark, which maintains a peg against the euro).
• The use of capital flow measures aimed at managing the pace of capital flows has increased, e.g., Brazil imposed taxes on portfolio and equity flows—some of these taxes were repealed in June 2013 as the market was considered to have stabilized.

• The liberalization of controls on outflows was used by some countries as one measure to potentially help ease inflows and associated pressure on the exchange rate (e.g., Philippines, South Africa and Thailand). On balance, while a number of countries have tightened their capital account, a trend towards liberalization remains, especially in low income countries (LICs) and in EMs with significant capital controls.

• Macro-prudential measures, especially to limit vulnerabilities from excessive non-core funding have been stepped up. For example, the macro-prudential levy in Korea and the use of reserve requirements especially in Latin America and Asia. By and large, these measures have been successful in reducing reliance on volatile non-core funding. They can, in addition, help control excessive credit growth and contain increases in leverage and vulnerability to asset price reversals (see IMF, 2013c).

17. Despite these measures, economies have experienced significant exchange rate and capital flow volatility. The greatest capital flow volatility has occurred in those countries with financial centers, such as Singapore and the U.K., while many EMs, notably Brazil, India, South Africa, and Turkey have seen significant exchange rate volatility (Figure 12). Exchange rate volatility can also manifest in other ways. For example, although both Japan’s exchange rate and quarterly net liability flows have been volatile, sharp movements in the yen appear to be triggered often without shifts in capital flows, as derivatives activities and, in particular, large changes to short positions appear to drive movements in the yen (Botman and others, 2013). This has implications for policies as it is less clear whether macro-prudential policies could help limit excessive exchange rate volatility to the extent it occurs through speculative positions rather than through capital flows.
C. Reserve accumulation has responded to the pattern of capital flows—with significant increases in some smaller advanced economies

18. The pattern of reserve accumulation in 2012 reflected the incidence of capital flows. As capital inflows to EMs slowed in 2012, intervention also declined. By contrast, the pace of reserve accumulation accelerated in countries with safe haven status. For example, reserve growth in Switzerland accelerated as the central bank intervened to support the floor introduced after a strong appreciation (Figure 13).

19. Reserve adequacy calculations for 2012 are broadly unchanged compared with 2011 (Figure 14). A few EMs did see an acceleration in reserve accumulation in 2012 (e.g., Poland, Russia, Thailand, and Turkey). Rising liquid domestic assets, which could result in capital flight (proxied by broad money), was the main driver of the change in the metric (Figure 15). Due to the relative weakness in capital inflows in the year as a whole, there was little increase in short-term debt and portfolio liabilities.

20. Reserve accumulation in both advanced and emerging markets has been underpinned by a range of motivations (Annex II). The precautionary motive remains an oft-cited reason for holding reserves, although this is not the only motive. For example, smoothing exchange rate volatility and saving resource-related revenues motivate accumulation by some EMs. For some AEs and EMs, rising external liabilities and reliance on short-term external bank funding raise new challenges as central banks may need to step in to ensure solvent local institutions have sufficient
foreign exchange liquidity if these markets become dysfunctional. For these countries, there may be a case to use reserves to provide foreign exchange liquidity to the domestic banking sector in the event of a crisis. For example, Sweden has recently announced that it will increase its foreign exchange reserves through borrowing to provide a buffer against financial shocks—such support comes with a cost to the central bank (the cost of holding additional reserves) and should be compensated by potential users.

21. **The precautionary motive for reserve accumulation can be lessened to the extent that alternative funding is available in the event of a systemic crisis.** For example, the US Federal Reserve created swap lines designed to provide foreign central banks with the capacity to deliver U.S. dollar funding to institutions in their jurisdictions during times of market stress, while preventing the spread of strains to other markets and financial centers. The swap lines were designed to complement central banks’ own reserves during the global financial crisis. Non-USD swap lines were also arranged between AEs. China also established a number of renminbi swap lines across many advanced and emerging economies, with the current outstanding size of around 2 trillion renminbi. In May 2012, members of the Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI) agreed a doubling in the size of the CMI Mechanism to provide significantly increased access to resources, if needed. The IMF’s Flexible Credit Line and Precautionary and Liquidity Lines can also complement reserves. However, to the extent that economies are not confident that such swap lines might be available in the future or are uncertain about the amounts that will be available, then they are more likely to continue to hold reserves for precautionary purposes.
D. Trade protectionist pressures remain muted; the growing focus on regional agreements emphasizing structural measures to unlock growth needs to be complementary to multilateral liberalization

22. World trade growth remains below trend with AE trade volumes still below 2008 levels. Trade growth is estimated at 2 percent in 2012, well below the 1992-2012 average of 5.2 percent. The EMs continue to perform more strongly than the AEs, with import volumes in EMs/Asia particularly strong.

23. Traditional measures of trade restrictiveness increased only modestly at the height of the global financial crisis, but have not fallen much since. The WTO Trade Restrictiveness indicators—capturing measures such as tariff increases, import licenses, or new customs controls—show some increase in the share of trade covered by import-restrictive measures in the immediate aftermath of the global crisis, though this subsequently eased. The share of trade covered by import-restrictive measures of G20 economies, however, continued to increase through end-May 2012. The protectionist response has been substantially muted relative to the average counter cyclical response during 1988-2008 (see Bown and Crowley, 2012).

24. But there are risks of further trade distortions and growing fragmentation of global trade. The increased role of Global Value Chains (GVCs) has changed the dynamics of trade protectionism, placing an increased focus on “behind the border” policies—such as logistics, broad investment climate features, nature of government procurement—rather than tariff or other border measures per se (see IMF 2013d). Trade liberalization efforts have focused on regional level agreements—such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership (12 countries, including U.S. and Japan, are currently involved in the discussions) and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership—as well as “deep” bilateral Free Trade Agreements designed to interface better with GVCs. The multilateral trade liberalization effort remains stalled, with little progress toward concluding the Doha round.
ASSESSMENT—MODEST GLOBAL REBALANCING HAS TAKEN PLACE, BUT MORE CAN BE DONE

Methodology

25. Current account divergences do not in themselves indicate an external imbalance. Savings should flow to where they are most productive. Thus, current accounts should vary across countries, over stages of development, and over the business cycle. But, when divergences do not reflect these factors, they may be a symptom of domestic policy distortions and/or building vulnerabilities or the result of policy distortions in other countries.

26. The Fund’s analysis of external imbalances draws on a variety of tools, including the external balance assessment (EBA), and also includes judgment (see Box 6). Key components (similar steps are used for real exchange rates) include:

- Current accounts are adjusted for temporary influences of the business cycle (output gap and terms of trade).
- A “norm” is estimated for each country—that is the current account balance which would be expected to prevail in the medium term consistent with fundamentals and judgments about desirable policies. The estimated norms are multilaterally consistent in that current account gaps (difference between the actual and the norm) sum to zero.
- The gaps are then decomposed into elements attributable to policy distortions and other factors—these could include policy distortions which may not be reflected in the EBA. As explained in Box 5, policy distortions can arise either from domestic policies or as a result of the policies of other economies.
- For economies where external sustainability is a concern, a third approach, the external sustainability approach, can be particularly helpful. This identifies the current account needed to stabilize the Net Foreign Asset (NFA) position at a benchmark level. This approach illustrates, for example, the extent of further adjustment that may be needed in euro area economies with debt problems.

Box 5. Domestic and Foreign Policy Imbalances

A simplified example could help to clarify how policy distortions are analyzed in a multilateral setting. Take a stylized example of a two country world:

Country A has a large current account deficit, a large fiscal deficit, and high debt.

Country B has a current account surplus (matching the deficit in Country A), but it has no policy distortions.

External imbalances. The analysis would show that Country A has an excessive external imbalance reflecting its large fiscal deficit. Country B would have an equal and opposite surplus imbalance. Country A’s exchange rate would look overvalued and Country B’s undervalued.

Policy gaps. The analysis of policy gaps would show that there is a domestic policy distortion in Country A that needs adjustment. However, the analysis for Country B would show that there were no domestic policy gaps—instead adjustment by Country A would automatically eliminate the imbalance in Country B.

Implications. At the current time, fiscal policy is the area where it is most important to distinguish between domestic and foreign policy gaps (as the contribution of foreign policy is most marked). As discussed later, an elimination of the fiscal policy gap in deficit advanced economies could help reduce surplus imbalances in other economies by around 1 percent of GDP.
Assessments

27. Overall imbalances are around ¾ percent of global GDP, slightly lower than last year. With the exception of Japan, external sector imbalances are broadly similar to last year, but slightly lower for China and emerging Asia and the U.S. (Figures 17 and 18). The 2012 report noted that current account divergences and imbalances had narrowed with the cycle, but remained around double those consistent with fundamentals and desirable policies. Staff’s latest assessment is that

Box 6. Use of the External Balance Assessment (EBA) Methodology in the ESR

The EBA methodology was introduced in the 2012 Pilot External Sector Report. The original model has been updated to reflect feedback received during outreach around last year’s report as well as continued work on refining the model. The key innovations are summarized in Annex III, but the basic approach remains unchanged.

The EBA analyzes current accounts and exchange rates based on both economic characteristics and, unlike CGER, the roles of policies—and of potential policy distortions. Like CGER, the EBA methodology draws on panel regressions to derive values of current accounts and exchange rates that would be consistent with an economy’s “fundamental” characteristics, such as demographic factors and the level of economic development. EBA also includes policies—fiscal, monetary, public health expenditure (which influences household saving), capital controls and foreign exchange intervention. For each of these policies, staff assessments of desirable policy settings offer a view on policy gaps. EBA also includes a third approach that focuses more narrowly on assessing the external sustainability of NFA positions and current account balances (this is the CGER’s “ES” approach).

The output of the EBA analysis is a set of estimated “Total Gaps” for both current accounts and real exchange rates. These gaps are the sum of the estimated contributions of the various “policy gaps” – which in turn consist of separately-estimated contributions of domestic policy gaps and foreign (i.e., spillover) policy gaps – and a regression residual.

The current account and exchange rate estimated gaps shown in the ESR reflect not only the EBA estimates but other information and judgment. A judgment may need to be made on whether EBA residuals reflect only distortions not captured by the EBA regression model or instead reflect fundamentals missed by the model. For some countries, one of the EBA approaches may fit much better than the others, in which case this would become the basis for the ESR estimate. The separate EBA analyses of current accounts and exchange rates may not be equally reliable. In general, the current account approach, which takes full account of cross-country information, is likely to be more accurate since real exchange rate indices cannot be compared across countries, estimates of real exchange rate gaps are strongly influenced by past levels and are often sensitive to the sample period. However, where special difficulties may apply to the current account analysis, the exchange rate regression-based approach may be more reliable. Thus, the gaps reported by the ESR may differ somewhat from the EBA estimates, but there are very few cases in which the ESR gap assessments are in the opposite direction to the EBA estimates. Recognizing the uncertainty inherent in the EBA econometrics and in the interpretation of the policy gaps and regression residual, the ESR reports current account and exchange rate gaps as ranges.

An essential feature of the EBA methodology is its multilateral consistency; this is preserved in the set of ESR gaps. That is, current account gaps “add up” in the sense that assessments of too-strong balances are matched by those of too-weak balances. The same holds for real exchange rates.
the range of dispersion of external sector gaps—measured both by looking at the current account and the real exchange rate—has narrowed a little, with the same economies as last year having excess surpluses or deficits and with the largest economies Germany, China, the euro area deficit economies and the U.S. accounting for around two-thirds of the global external imbalance. Imbalances have narrowed for surplus economies such as China and emerging Asia and for deficit economies like the U.S. as well as other emerging economies. Elsewhere, imbalances are broadly the same as last year or have widened a little. For Japan, the assessment is complicated by the sharp depreciation of the yen since 2012Q3.

28. **Five key features stand out:**

- External imbalances for China and emerging Asia have durably narrowed since 2008, with a further narrowing in 2012 reflecting a number of factors, some of which are permanent
and others possibly temporary. For China, there has been a marked reduction in the external surplus since 2008 which reflects some demand rebalancing given weaker external demand. The narrowing of current account surpluses for China, Malaysia, and Thailand in 2012 and some further appreciation of exchange rates through May 2013 should help to reduce imbalances over the longer term. In 2012, narrower surpluses also reflected lower inflows during the period of heightened global risk. However, as risk aversion has declined, capital inflows have placed upward pressure on exchange rates and reserve accumulation has picked up in early 2013 (Figure 19).

- **The U.S. imbalance narrowed slightly in 2012**, and is expected to narrow further in 2013. This reflects small improvements in the current account deficit, driven primarily by lower oil prices and increased domestic energy production.

- **While the euro area’s external position appears broadly in line with medium-term fundamentals and desired policies, this masks continued wide divergences among economies.** Within the euro area, external sector imbalances are broadly the same as a year ago—with large imbalances between the surplus economies of Germany and the Netherlands and the deficit economies (Figure 20). As described in Box 7, it is difficult to identify the precise drivers of the large external imbalance in the surplus euro area economies. Current account deficits in the peripheral countries shrank as a result of both structural (including rising productivity, and trade gains) and cyclical factors (notably the deep contraction of domestic demand and higher unemployment).

Figure 19. China Trade, FDI and Foreign Exchange Intervention  
(Billions of U.S. dollars)

Source: CEIC Data Company Ltd. Haver Analytics; Bloomberg; and IMF staff calculations.

Figure 20. Comparison of External Imbalances between the 2012 and 2013 ESR

Estimated Differences between Cyclically Adjusted Current accounts and those Consistent with Fundamentals and Desirable Policies (Percent of GDP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tbody>
</table>

Source: IMF staff calculations. (see Figure 18 for details)

Estimated Differences between Real Effective Exchange Rate and those Consistent with Fundamentals and Desirable Policies (Percent)
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IMF staff calculations. (see Figure 18 for details)
Box 7. Cases Where External Sector Assessments Are Particularly Challenging

Assessing the overall external sector position can be relatively straightforward where the EBA methodologies and other evidence such as changes in market shares all point in the same direction and accord with economic priors. However, there are cases where the models do not point in the same direction, where special features of an economy need to be taken into account and where deeper analysis is necessary to understand the policy distortion giving rise to the external imbalance. Thus country-specific circumstances and qualitative analysis have an important role to play in any assessment of the external sector position. The following are examples:

**Nonrenewable resource exporters.** Such economies generally run large current account surpluses and accumulate foreign assets during the extractive stage in order to smooth consumption once the nonrenewable resources have been exhausted—as implied by Permanent Income Hypothesis/intergenerational equity models. Assessing how much to save/invest is complicated due to the unpredictability of commodity prices, uncertainties on future technological changes on both supply (such as the shale gas revolution) and on demand, identifying permanent versus temporary shocks and the risk that large fluctuations in resource revenues may result in real exchange rate volatility and potentially “Dutch disease” effects. Assessments for economies with spare oil production capacity, notably Saudi Arabia, are further complicated by fluctuations in their production in order to stabilize the global oil market rather than any particular concern on their external position.

**Financial centers.** These economies often have large current account surpluses reflecting strong NFA positions and high investment income (the trade balance may only be a small part of the current account). Assessing the appropriate external sector position needs to consider the NFA buffer that may be appropriate for a financial center to have to safeguard against financial shocks. In addition, current account measurement and interpretation issues can be acute in relatively small economies that are home to large multinational firms that have large foreign assets and foreign liabilities: in particular if those multinationals have equity liabilities (shares) that are held in large part by foreign investors. This is the case in Switzerland—Mancini-Griffoli and Stoffels (2012) estimate that the standard measure of the current account surplus tends to overstate Switzerland’s accumulation of wealth by about 2½ percent of GDP annually and this is taken into account in the IMF’s assessment.

**Persistently strong external positions** (Germany and Sweden). For Germany, it is difficult to identify any specific domestic policy gaps that have led to the persistent external sector imbalance. Instead, the imbalance may reflect policy gaps elsewhere—for example structural weaknesses in other economies in the euro area and the need for fiscal consolidation in other advanced economies. Cross-country comparisons suggest that a low investment rate compared to other economies may also be a source of the imbalance. Policies to raise Germany’s investment rate and domestic demand, including making the tax structure more growth friendly and reforming the financial sector, could help. For Sweden, its role as a financial center for the Nordic and Baltic region could have led to higher surpluses. In addition, recent pension reforms may have induced a higher savings rate than other similar countries.

**Persistently weak external positions** (Australia and South Africa). The Australian economy has run with a current account deficit since 1861 (with an average deficit of 4½ percent of GDP since 1988) but the persistent savings–investment imbalance is not captured by the fundamentals specified in the EBA model. Staff’s assessment is that part of the weaker external position is explained by an investment boom which is projected to peak in coming years. For South Africa, despite a sharp depreciation of the rand in the first half of 2013, the wide current account deficit reflects structural competitiveness concerns. Yet, the many fundamental changes in the economy since the end of the apartheid regime and a volatile exchange rate also make the assessment of the real exchange rate and the external sector position difficult. Cross-country comparisons suggest that South Africa’s national savings rate is particularly low. Some tightening of macro-prudential policies to reign in credit growth could help raise national savings but more comprehensive labor and product market reforms to tackle the very high levels of unemployment and social exclusion would be needed to bring about a large increase in household saving.
The external sustainability approach highlights the need for a narrowing of current account deficits for a number of economies with high negative NFA positions. For economies in the euro area with high negative NFA positions, small current account surpluses (Portugal and Spain) or small deficits (Greece and Ireland) would be needed over the medium term to generate a significant improvement in the NFA position. Although current accounts narrowed in 2012 and surpluses were recorded in Ireland and Portugal, NFA positions continued to widen in some countries as current accounts remained weaker than their NFA/GDP-stabilizing levels, amid low or negative output growth in some cases. In Turkey, the composition of the IIP has deteriorated in recent years, with short term liabilities accounting for a growing fraction of total liabilities.

Recent major changes to Japan’s macroeconomic framework make an assessment of the external position subject to an unusual degree of uncertainty. The depreciation of the yen since 2012Q3 likely reflects both a dissipation in safe haven flows and the fundamental changes to the policy framework which are hard to disentangle (as well as other factors such as higher energy imports following the great Japan earthquake of 2011). The substantial changes to the policy framework may also have far reaching effects on expectations, inflation, and growth. While the real exchange rate currently appears moderately undervalued relative to fundamentals, this results from the critical and welcome attempt to decisively exit from deflation. Over the medium-term, if the other key arrows of the strategy—namely fiscal consolidation and structural reforms to open up product markets and raise labor supply—are implemented in a comprehensive and credible way, the expectation is that the current account/currency could well move to levels broadly consistent with fundamentals and therefore the yen’s recent depreciation is not seen as necessarily problematic.
Figure 22. Estimated Differences between Cyclically-Adjusted Current Accounts and those Consistent with Fundamentals and Desirable Policies

(Percent of GDP)

Estimated Differences between Real Effective Exchange Rates and those consistent with Fundamentals and Desirable Policies

(Percent)

Source: IMF Staff calculations (see Figure 18 for details).
POLICY CHANGES TO REDUCE EXTERNAL IMBALANCES

Many economies still need to take policy actions to reduce imbalances.

29. While cyclical factors have played a role in narrowing global imbalances, addressing remaining policy gaps will be key to closing imbalances. Actual current account gaps are smaller than the cyclically adjusted in most countries and country groupings but the cyclical factor is less than 0.5 percent of GDP (Figure 23). Policy gaps, on the other hand, are much larger and need to be addressed in order to close global imbalances. Needed actions differ by country (Figure 24).

![Figure 23. Estimated Impact of Cyclical Factors and Policies on Current Accounts 2012](image)
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Source: IMF Staff Calculations.

30. For AEs, some progress has been made in bringing down general government deficits as a percent of GDP. The Fiscal Monitor notes that fiscal deficits narrowed on average by some ¾ percent of GDP in cyclically adjusted terms and the average pace of consolidation is expected to pick up to 1¼ percent of GDP this year. Yet, global fiscal imbalances remain a significant contributor to external sector imbalances—adding around 1 percent of GDP to the current accounts of other economies (see Figure 24).
31. **Thus, further progress on the fiscal front for the largest economies would have an important impact on reducing imbalances elsewhere—but the pace of adjustment should be carefully calibrated.** According to WEO projections, around two-thirds of the adjustment will have taken place by 2018 but further adjustment would be needed beyond that horizon. But in the short-term, the pace of fiscal consolidation in the larger AEs, such as the U.S., should not be too aggressive in order to avoid an adverse impact on global growth. Comprehensive reforms are needed in Japan if the monetary easing and the other two arrows of the strategy—medium term fiscal consolidation and structural reforms—are to succeed in ending deflation and achieving self sustaining growth.

32. **Within the euro area, external sector imbalances remain very high and policy actions are needed by both surplus and deficit economies to boost demand.** Large fiscal consolidations are already underway in the economies worst hit by the crisis but they have also faced a steep loss...
of output and very large increases in unemployment. To replace lost output and move economies back towards full employment, further relative price adjustments are needed that could be supported by product and labor market reforms. To support the adjustment, those economies with strong external sector positions should aim to boost domestic demand and investment which would support growth in the euro area and also help reduce their sizeable external sector imbalances. More generally, a key imperative is to avoid deflation in the euro area and this may mean living with a period of above target inflation rates in some economies such as Germany.

33. **Among EMs with strong external positions, policy gaps have been reduced since the crisis but remaining gaps include inadequate social safety nets, and capital controls and intervention.** For economies such as China and emerging Asia, structural reforms to improve social safety nets, to strengthen the financial sector, and to encourage rebalancing towards domestic demand would help lower imbalances. Further exchange rate flexibility and carefully sequenced capital account liberalization would also result in a better allocation of resources, even if the impact on net capital flows is uncertain.

34. **Among EMs with weak external positions, policy gaps point to the need for some fiscal consolidation and structural reforms.** Fiscal deficits in a number of EMs have contributed to weaker external positions, although the degree of consolidation needed is not as much as for AEs. In addition, EMs such as Brazil, South Africa and Turkey could undertake a variety of structural reforms that would help to raise currently low private saving rates over the medium term.

**LOOKING AHEAD**

35. **With global growth still weak and policies remaining focused on supporting growth, the policy gaps underlying remaining global imbalances are only likely to be closed gradually and many of the policy challenges that emerged in 2012 are likely to remain.**

36. **Global imbalances are not likely to close much further in the short term.** As highlighted in the WEO, as output gaps close, current account balances are projected to move broadly sideways. The exceptions are China, where the current account surplus is projected to pick up somewhat, and oil exporters, where a reduction in surpluses is expected given a projected decline in oil prices into the medium term. Policy gaps underlying the global imbalances are dominated in most of the larger economies by fiscal policy gaps, which are likely to close only slowly due to the need to support growth.

37. **Capital flows are likely to remain volatile.** The key factors shaping the distribution of flows—relative differences in growth prospects across economies, global risk appetite, and interest rate differentials—can all shift quickly. How capital inflows are absorbed will be important. The overall mix of macroeconomic policies will be important as well as sound financial supervision and regulation (to help contain financial stability risks or potential bubbles). Macro-prudential policies could also play a role. Capital flow management measures may be useful in some circumstances, but they should not substitute for warranted macroeconomic adjustment.
38. **Potential capital reversals could pose new challenges.** While capital inflows have provided new opportunities for many economies—both at the sovereign and corporate level—they have brought new risks. EM assets could prove vulnerable to changes in the external environment, notably an eventual rise in global rates amid either heightened uncertainty or signs of recovery in major economies. In particular, greater leverage exposes corporates to interest rate and exchange rate risk with potential knock on effects for financial stability. While the recent rebound of capital inflows has reduced yields and improved the currency composition of EM sovereign debt, the higher share of foreign holding of EM bonds increases the risk of reversal in capital flows. Similar concerns also apply to the frontier markets currently experiencing new access to financing, which needs to be managed carefully and be consistent with debt sustainability assessments.

39. **Trade liberalization is a key tool for durable, inclusive growth, and all efforts should be made to ensure access to the global trading system for all.** Recent bilateral and regional trade initiatives can be complementary to multilateral liberalization, but it is important that these initiatives be transparent, trade-creating, and open. There is, though, a risk of increased fragmentation in the multilateral trading system, producing concerns on exclusion from, or discrimination against, those countries outside such agreements. Continuing efforts should be made in resisting trade-restrictive measures.

40. **International policy coordination is crucial.** Policy actions both in key surplus and deficit economies could help promote healthier rebalancing (Spillover Report, 2013a). This could involve coordination of fiscal consolidation strategies, of the scope and timing of adjustments of monetary policy stances, and of actions to strengthen financial stability to remove tail risks.
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